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is a journey that starts from 
having eyes that see needs 
and having hearts that want 
to meet these needs.

Volunteering
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Volunteers give of their time, their skills, their 
patience, their empathy, their energy, as they walk 
out from their familiar grounds to meet these needs. 

Why do they still want to volunteer despite having 
commitments in their own lives? “We want to 
give back to the society,” one volunteer said. 
“Volunteering is helping another person in their 
quality of life,” another senior volunteer feedback. 
“I want to continue to touch lives!” echoed one 
who volunteered half of his time now. 

Volunteering is about adding meaning to our lives. 
Volunteers know they will not be paid in monies, in 
gifts or even in politeness for the care they carefully 
shower but many still choose to give through 
volunteering. One smile from their beneficiaries, 
one sigh of relief when the beneficiaries meet them 
can easily make their day. They know they have 
brought light and warmth that linger long enough 
to better one’s life.

COVID



Volunteering brings care that breaks all barriers. It 
walks through walls of language, race, religion and 
most importantly break fear, isolation, poverty and 
helplessness. Volunteering becomes a power that is 
enlarged when we invest in others. Every measure 
given makes a difference. It makes a difference in 
the volunteers’ hearts and minds too. 

At BCARE, our volunteers are our extended 
hands and legs that help to bridge the gap in the 
community. During this pandemic, we are so glad 
to see the increase in enrolment of our volunteers 
who have come forward to serve both online as 
well as onsite. Like Noah, these individuals with 
different skills and capabilities, choose to give of 
their time to bring a smile to another person in 
need. 

We invite you to join our team of volunteers 
to bring sunshine to the lives of individuals as well as 
families!
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Volunteers
During my volunteering stint, I had the opportunity to work closely with some FAME Club members, guiding them 

in some essential skills like food preparation, cooking and cleaning. I even helped them in some simple gardening 
work! I realised that most of these are important skills that would help them in their recovery and being able to 
take better care of themselves. There was a sense of achievement in both the members and in myself when we 

could accomplish those tasks. I enjoyed myself thoroughly and would definitely love to return to volunteer at the 
programme again. ~Fiona Teh, Student Volunteer (MDIS)

  TESTIMONY

Bethesda CARE Centre depends on support from well-wishers 
to fund our programmes and services. Every bit counts. The 
changed lives of individuals are a testimony of how every 
contribution, big or small goes a long way in touching lives  
and impacting individuals.

Come partner with us as we continue  
to reach out to those in need…….

DONATIONS CAN BE MADE IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

CHEQUE 
Please make crossed 
cheque payable to  

“Bethesda CARE  
Centre”

BANK TRANSFER 
OCBC Bank

A/C No: 629042045001
Online DonationUEN S96SS0198KD01

Bethesda CARE is an approved IPC (Institutions of Public Character),  
your donations are 2.5 times tax deductible.

YOU CAN MAKE  
A DIFFERENCE TOO!! 

 https://www.instagram.com/bcaresg/ https://www.facebook.com/Bethesdacare

Having the faithful support of our volunteers is one of the reasons why 
Bethesda CARE Centre has come thus far. Coming from all walks of life 
and backgrounds, these volunteers are our extended hands and feet that 
help to bring love and care to the community. They include individuals, 
students and staff from secondary schools and tertiary institutions, as well as 
corporate companies. A helping hand outstretched, a warm smile or even 
just a listening ear has made a difference in the lives of our beneficiaries.
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